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What is PPMLAC?
 PPMLAC is a chipset architecture to accelerate Secure Multi-Party 
Computation (MPC)

 That achieves orders of magnitude speed-up

 Under realistic cross-data-center network conditions.
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Background
 MPC under Secret Sharing schema

 Each value is split into N independent random numbers (secret shares):
x = [x]0 + [x]1 + … + [x]N-1

 There are N parties involved. Party j only holds the j-th share ([x]j), so it 
knows nothing about the share on party i, and it cannot infer the original 
value x, either.

 Private inputs and intermediate results are kept secret from all parties
 Private data / valuable information can be safely used 
 E.g., use personal information to do recommendation/advertisement, 

while personal information would never be leaked
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MPC Performance
 MPC is useful, but very inefficient

 Incurs very heavy, and frequent communication among all parties involved

 Performance is very sensitive to network bandwidth, especially network latency

 Cannot simply gain speedup with powerful accelerators, such as GPUs

 Currently, to be practical
 All parties must located close to each other, e.g., in the same datacenter

 To get high bandwidth and low latency

 Cannot be used in scenarios that:

 with big data, complicated computation, or realtime requirement.
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MPC Performance
 Typical performance of MPC 

 Takes tens of minutes to run deep ImageNet inference or face 
recognition
 Can never recognize a face within tolerable time

 Takes minutes to run recommendation/ads model inference
 Can never achieve recommendation or ads matching decision in real time.

 Takes days to train a simple OCR model
 Unpractical to do model training due to large amount of training data
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How MPC works
 Addition (+) of secret shares can be done directly w/o communication

 Multiplication (*) of secret shares CANNOT be done directly
 Multiplication z=x*y is done with the help of one-time tables (Beaver 

Triples):

 Beaver Triples must be safely generated and delivered to all parties.
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Fresh random numbers a, b, and their product c = a*b

Secret-shared among all parties: a = [a]0 + [a]1, b = [b]0+[b]1, c=[c]0+[c]1
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How MPC works

Input: [x]0, [y]0 on Alice; [x]1, [y]1 on Bob

Output: [z]0 on Alice, [z]1 on Bob

[x]0 =- [a]0 [d]0

[x]1 =- [a]1 [d]1

[y]0 =- [b]0 [e]0

[y]1 =- [b]1 [e]1

Alice (Party 0): 

Bob (Party 1): 
[d]0

[d]1

[e]0

[e]1

Send to
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[z]0 = [c]0 + e*[x]0 + 
d*[y]0 – d*e

[z]1 = [c]1 + e*[x]1 + 
d*[y]1

We can verify that [z]0 + [z]1 = z = x*y, and Beaver’s work proved this is secure
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Bottleneck of MPC
 Bottleneck 1: Network latency overhead per each multiplication

 All parties must exchange their [d]i and [e]i shares, and the following computations
can only start after the network communication finishes due to bi-directional
communication scheme.

 Bottleneck 2: Network bandwidth overhead per each multiplication
 Multiplying two numbers involves transferring 4 numbers over the wire (or 2N*(N-1)

numbers for N-party MPC). High pressure on net bandwidth

 Bottleneck 3: Beaver triple generation and delivery cost
 Based on Oblivious Transfer / Homomorphic Encryption – very high cost

 Or using a Trusted Third Party (TTP) – network latency cost
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Key ideas of PPMLAC
 Idea 1: Use the trusted component in a chip to generate Beaver triples

 More secure than software-based TTP
 Higher performance in Beaver triple generation

 Idea 2: Each party has a synced chip to save delivery cost
 Sync seeds for the Cryptographically-Secure PRNGs
 Each party can do generation locally using synced PRNGs

 Idea 3: Add extra trusted components in the chip to do necessary
computation

 Communication scheme can be re-structured so that only one-way
communication is needed!
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One-Way Communication
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[z]0+[z]1 =z = x*y =

([x]0+[x]1)*([y]0+[y]1)

One-way
communication

r2

Security:  d is randomized by r1, e by r2, w by r3



Alice’s ChipBob’s Chip

PPMLAC Architecture
CSPRNG: Cryptographically-Secure Pseudorandom Number Generator

Computing units: Multiplier (and bitwise ANDer, see paper)
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One-Way Communication
 Alice only sends messages; Bob only receives messages

 Network latencies no longer add up. They are pipelined / overlapped
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PPMLAC Performance
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 Compare with：
 CrypTen (C) on NV V100 GPU (7.8 TOPS peak)

 Use TTP for beaver triple generation  (cheap)

 MP-SPDZ (M) on an many-core Intel Xeon server (> 100 GOPS peak)

 Use OT protocol for beaver triple generation (expensive)

 PPMLAC’s (P) experimental implementation: 3.6 GOPS peak 
 Much lower peak performance



PPMLAC Performance
 Microbenchmark

PPMLAC (P) is always faster than 
CrypTen (C) and MP-SPDZ (M)

 Under realistic network 
conditions (cross-DC, trans-Pac):

10X – 100X speedup over CrypTen

100X – 10000X speedup over MP-SPDZ
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(a) Multiply (*) (b) Comparison (<)

(c) Bitwise AND (b) Exponential (ex)



PPMLAC Performance
 Real-world applications

PPMLAC (P) is always faster than 
CrypTen (C) and MP-SPDZ (M)

 Under realistic network 
conditions (cross-DC, trans-Pac):

40X – 1000X speedup over CrypTen

200X – 40000X speedup over MP-SPDZ
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(e) Logistic 
Regression

(f) Support Vector 
Machine

(g) Multi-Layer Perceptron (h) ResNet



Architecture Advantage
 Minimal trust

 Not all of the chip needs to be trusted

 Trusted components: PRNG, Multiplication(and Bit-And) components

 Secure
 Even in those trusted components, plaintext values are NEVER re-built, i.e., no 

“decrypt” steps at all

 Resistant to side-channel attacks

 Flexible to extend existing architecture
 Secret-shared values are free to be stored in unprotected register file, main 

memory or disk; thanks to MPC
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Potential Applications
 Experimental implementation: on AWS F1 FPGA instance

 Prototype product: based on Xilinx Alveo U200/U250 FPGA card

 Potential to make MPC practical in real world applications!
 RISC-V instruction extension for MPC multiply/bit-and instructions

 For IoT/AIoT devices, sensors that process sensitive information

 MPC-enabled NPU/AI-chip with high performance

 Secure cloud service: never worry about data-leak on cloud!

 High performance MPC computation, such as recommendation/ads 
model, medical graphics model training, etc.
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Questions?
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